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YooTravel Becoming Top Budget Travel Site In UK!   
 
London - YooTravel is quickly becoming the number one budget travel site in the UK.  
The site, which collects information from all budget sites in the United Kingdom for 
those who are seeking a one stop shop for all of their budget travel needs.   
 
YooTravel sorts through the information that they obtain on other sites such as Expedia, 
Travelzoo and others, and then allows visitors to take a look at the different information 
for comparison. This can allow anyone who is considering traveling a chance to find out 
which is the best travel site for them. YooTravel is not a service site but offers visitors a 
chance to get discount holiday voucher codes and recommendations for traveling.   
 
“Those who live in the UK and are interested in traveling can use YooTravel as a way to 
discover the different discount codes and vouchers that are on the various discount travel 
sites,” said Jiemin Gu, CEO of YooTravel. Instead of having to go to various travel sites 
to figure out what type of discount they are offering, a traveller can go to our site and get 
all of the information right away.”   
 
Many people today are seeking ways to travel on a budget. The current state of the 
economy worldwide is making it necessary for everyone to check their budgets before 
making any plans to travel anywhere. There are many budget travel websites online that 
offer discount vouchers and codes. It can be very time consuming for anyone to visit all 
of these sites and figure out which is the best deal for them when they are planning to 
travel anywhere.   
 
“YooTravel provides three levels that meet different budget travel for users,” said Jiemin.  
“This includes a search engine, discount travel voucher codes and recommendations.  
Travellers can get all of the information that they need to make a good decision when it 
comes to budget travel. “ 
 
Those who are seeking a way to save money when they book their travel plans, no matter 
how big or small, can find all of the information that they need in order to get budget 
travel when they use YooTravel. This website compiles all of the budget information that 
is needed to make sure that those who want to travel can afford to do so. This 
informational website provides everything that a traveller needs in order to make an 
informed decision about travel.   
 
For more information as to how using YooTravel can help you with travel plans, go to 
www.yootravel.com.   
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